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Managing Partner Statement 
 
“Our purpose at Arisaig Partners is to accelerate the journey to an equitable, prosperous, resilient 
world by turning the patient capital of enlightened institutions into an active stake in the most 
pioneering emerging market businesses.  
 
The long-term sustainable returns that our investments generate rely on our long-term outlook,  which 
includes modelling our businesses on a 20-year view as well as integrating ESG factors into our 
investment process and proactively engaging with our portfolio holdings about improving their 
response to sustainability issues.  
 
Climate change is an issue we have been monitoring for many years now and has particularly profound 
implications for the emerging markets in which we invest, many of which find themselves at the coal-
face of the meteorological consequences of our collective mismanagement of the planet to date. The 
global shift to decarbonise is now firmly entrenched, and we see the risks and rewards available to 
companies increasing substantially over the coming years. As such we continue to engage with our 
investee companies on this topic and have evolved our portfolios and investment universe to better 
align with the decarbonised world we are heading towards.  
 
Below we outline where we plan to take this over the coming decades, through a long-term 
commitment to transition our portfolios towards ‘net zero’ greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. We 
believe that this should provide a strong framework for delivering more resilient portfolios to our 
clients.”  
 

Rebecca Lewis, Managing Partner 
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Executive Summary  
 
• Arisaig Partners invests in the aspirations of the emerging market consumer with a uniquely multi-

decade perspective. This naturally forces us to consider the implications of major long-term 
sustainability trends. Risks associated with climate change and the world’s decarbonisation trend 
are a core focus of our investment research.  

 
• As a response to climate risk mitigation and asset owners’ increasing demand on portfolio 

decarbonisation, Arisaig is committed to drive all of our funds towards ‘Net Zero’  greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions by 20501, aligning to an Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
recommended 1.5°C pathway. This will be achieved through: 1) Supporting portfolio companies’ 
low-carbon transition and; 2) Increasing investments in environmental solutions over the next 30 
years.  

 
• At a portfolio level, Arisaig’s investments generate a much lower carbon intensity (via company 

disclosure and third-party modelling, per USD million of revenue generated) than the closest 
available regional or global emerging market index (between 50% and 85% lower as of July 2020). 
In addition, the increasing digitalisation of our investable universe is bringing down the portfolio 
footprint with each new holding.  
 

• However, our analysis does not and should not stop here. We must confront the nascent climate 
awareness amongst many companies in emerging markets, the limited data availability on 
company-level carbon footprints and the projected scalability of the companies we invest in, 
amongst other challenges.  

 
• We have therefore adopted an engagement-oriented approach to reaching ‘Net Zero’. Using the 

Transition Pathway Initiative Management Quality framework, we will assess each company’s 
journey towards full climate risk integration in a granular way and – if successful - steer them 
towards better management over time.   

 
• Furthermore, we outline seven actions and corresponding short-term targets that we hope to 

achieve over the next five years. We will report on these with full transparency.  
 

• Finally, we outline an interim 2030 ‘Net Zero’ portfolio target to ensure we stay on track do not 
demote this issue to the horizon.  

 
1 Our portfolio emission reduction scope aims to cover holding companies’ full-scope emissions by 2050. As 
per Net Zero Asset Owner Alliance’s target setting range and protocol and IIGCC’s net zero investment 
framework (both under consultation), our short- to medium-term assessment at portfolio level will be based 
on Scope 1 and 2 emissions. We will keep updating this commitment and potentially include material Scope 3 
emissions when data becomes more available. 
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Why commit to climate change action?  
 
Our core philosophy is to invest in the long-term aspirations of the emerging market consumer. We 
do so through the creation and curation of concentrated buy-and hold portfolios. We model each 
company that we look at over a 20-year time horizon and hope to hold them for at least that long if 
we have done our research right.  
 
This naturally draws us into the orbit of critical long-term issues including climate change, water stress 
and inequality. These issues will affect everyone in the coming decades and therefore need to be 
factored into both what we invest in and how we invest.  
 
Climate change has been identified as one of the greatest threats the planet faces, and our research 
on this topic has identified emerging markets as being right at the epicentre of the consequences2. In 
order to avoid the existential crisis, policy-makers are beginning to dial up the pressure on actors 
within their economies to play their part in limiting global warming to a sustainable level (deemed to 
be a maximum of 2 degrees centigrade above pre-industrial levels). This is driving regulatory change 
across both the developed and emerging world (e.g. see Climate Action Tracker map below 
highlighting national commitment levels) and in turn increasing the risk of stranded assets, 
reputational damage, technological disruption and changing consumer preferences.  
 

Country-Level Climate Action Tracker 

 

 
Source: Climate Action Tracker 
 
Against this backdrop, it is part of our fiduciary duty to long-term clients to carefully integrate climate 

 
2 Please request our research on assessing physical climate risk for more on this 
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risk into portfolio decision-making and active ownership approaches. This is very much consistent with 
our investment thesis of backing high quality companies that steward their capital efficiently and 
sustainably for the long-term. It is also aligned with our desire to be constructive shareholders and 
help companies to focus on issues that might otherwise lie beyond the tenure of management teams.  
 

Characteristics of a ‘net zero’ portfolio 
 
As per the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), to limit the increase in global 
temperatures to any extent will require global CO₂ emissions to reach ‘net zero’ at some point in the 
future. Meanwhile, for global surface temperatures to remain within 1.5°C of pre-industrial levels 
(widely seen as the tipping point for many key natural systems), global net human CO₂ emissions must 
decline by about 45% from 2010 levels by 2030 and reach net zero around 20503.  
 
In support of this, an investor group co-ordinated by the Institutional Investors Group on Climate 
Change (IIGCC) has come together to create a framework that seeks to align investors with this long-
term goal. Arisaig Partners will be playing its part in this process and we are setting our own net zero 
ambitions in line with our existing climate policy.  
 
As guided by the United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI) and the Net 
Zero Asset Owner Alliance, an asset owner will decarbonise its portfolios through each individual 
investment’s transition to ‘net zero’ GHG emissions4. While it is widely agreed that companies must 
start the transition by reducing value chain GHG emissions in line with 1.5°C pathways, how to feasibly 
remove residual emissions from air is still work in progress5. The current emission removal methods 
(natural or engineering) are either not economically viable or remain too small to meet global 
Greenhouse Gas Removal (GGR) needs. Technological innovation in this area will be key for both 
investee companies and investors to ultimately meet this ‘net zero’ goal.  
 
Consequently, IIGCC’s ‘net zero investment strategy’ recommends increasing investment in climate 
solutions on top of portfolio decarbonisation6 in order to accelerate the portfolios’ transition to net 
zero. This is also what was behind the EU’s Sustainable Finance Action Plan, launched in 2018, which 
seeks to channel private capital towards investments that support the Paris Agreement (i.e. to keep 
temperatures well below 2°C).  
 

 
3 IPCC, 2018: Chapter 2 - Mitigation pathways compatible with 1.5°C in the context of sustainable development 
4 UNEP FI: https://www.unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/AOA_FAQ.pdf 
5 Carbon Trust, Net Zero is an ambition in need of a definition, 2019: https://www.carbontrust.com/news-and-
events/insights/net-zero-an-ambition-in-need-of-a-definition 
6 See IIGCC net zero investment framework: https://www.iigcc.org/download/net-zero-investment-
framework-consultation/?wpdmdl=3602&masterkey=5f270ef146677. 

https://www.unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/AOA_FAQ.pdf
https://www.carbontrust.com/news-and-events/insights/net-zero-an-ambition-in-need-of-a-definition
https://www.carbontrust.com/news-and-events/insights/net-zero-an-ambition-in-need-of-a-definition
https://www.iigcc.org/download/net-zero-investment-framework-consultation/?wpdmdl=3602&masterkey=5f270ef146677.
https://www.iigcc.org/download/net-zero-investment-framework-consultation/?wpdmdl=3602&masterkey=5f270ef146677.
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Where are we today?  
Based on the data we have available (via company disclosure and third-party modelling) the Arisaig 
Partners portfolios generate a much lower carbon intensity (per USD million of revenue generated) 
than the closest available regional or global emerging market index (between 50% and 85% lower as 
of July 2020). In addition, the increasing digitalisation of our investable universe is bringing down the 
portfolio footprint with each new holding. 
  

Carbon Footprint of Arisaig Portfolios (Direct and First Tier Indirect7, July 2020) 

Source: Trucost, Arisaig Partners 
 
Nevertheless, there are several reasons why using carbon footprinting analysis and setting targets 
based on this alone is not a sensible way to manage our portfolios through the climate transition: 
 

a) Data gaps – the vast majority of our companies are still reporting inadequately or not at all, 
making accurate modelling of the risks and opportunities challenging. With emerging market 
disclosure regulation lagging the likes of the EU, it could take some time to close these data 
gaps.  
 

b) Unclear reduction roadmap – A meaningful portfolio emission reduction roadmap needs to 
be established in line with science-based net zero pathways. This in turn needs to be 
determined by analysing companies at an individual level, or at the least using regional or 
sectoral pathways as a proxy (as recognised by IIGCC8). However, this is challenging in the 

 
7 This refers to operational emissions (i.e. scope 1 and 2) as well as the first-tier supply-chain emissions (i.e. 
partial Scope 3) as captured by Trucost 
8 IIGCC, net zero investment framework consultation piece: https://www.iigcc.org/download/net-zero-
investment-framework-consultation/?wpdmdl=3602&masterkey=5f270ef146677 
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context of Arisaig Partners’ emerging market consumer portfolios as the individual companies 
are typically not captured within existing agreed emission reduction pathways – i.e. they must 
establish voluntary emission pathways based on global models rather than follow a 
local/sector requirement.  
 

c) License to scale – we invest in leading emerging market growth franchises. We expect them 
to be multiple times the size in two decades time – a key element in the investment case – as 
they outgrow the underlying economy9. As such, focusing on the current emissions ignores 
the business-as-usual pathway that these companies could be on and therefore the size of 
their footprint in the years to come.  What’s more, these same companies depend on an array 
of intangible assets to underwrite their future. Increasingly, the reputation of these 
companies – and in turn the intangible assets - is at stake if they do not demonstrate a 
commitment to reducing their own GHG footprints. In essence, they will have to earn their 
right to grow and GHG emissions will become an increasingly important currency.   
 

d) Scope 3 – although the above analysis (and the main focus of attention amongst regulators) 
is on scope 1 and scope 2 GHG emissions, there are still significant risks that reside in the more 
opaque scope 3 emissions (i.e. upstream or downstream) of many of these companies that 
need to be considered (often accounting for the majority of the total system-wide emissions). 
A good example would be flight emissions of an online travel agency or the emissions 
generated by an e-commerce marketplace. If companies are not measuring and managing 
this, they could become vulnerable to disruption going forward. 
 

e) Trading ‘net zero’ – managing climate transition risk is a complex and multi-faceted discipline 
that cannot be distilled down into a single current or projected GHG footprint. Every company 
and geography will have its own pathway towards a net zero future which needs to be 
considered. The role of long-term shareholders such as Arisaig Partners should be to 
understand this and to encourage companies to pursue the most efficient emissions trajectory 
possible; not reposition the portfolio on the basis of this single factor. 

With the above in mind, our focus is on creating a more forward-looking, adaptable, and engagement-
centric approach to managing climate transition risk within our portfolios.  
 
We have identified the Transition Pathway Initiative Management Quality Questionnaire 10 as the 
framework that best applies to our strategy. This is a set of 19 questions developed by an international 
group of asset owners in partnership with the Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and 
the Environment at the London School of Economics (LSE). It is designed to measure the quality of 
companies’ management of their GHG emissions and of risks and opportunities related to the low-

 
9 E.g. we forecast that the average holding in the Arisaig Asia Consumer Fund will generate seven times more 
revenue in 20 year’s time, suggesting that emissions intensity would need to drop by ~86% to ensure that 
absolute GHG emissions remained constant 
10 See https://www.transitionpathwayinitiative.org/methodology for more details on methodology behind this 

https://www.transitionpathwayinitiative.org/methodology
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carbon transition. It has several attractive features that make it worthy of integrating into our research 
and constructive ownership activities: 
 Straightforward – the questions are designed to be understandable and implementable by a 

broad group of stakeholders and do not rely upon a deep knowledge of climate science.  
 Governance-centric – it captures the important governance, incentives, and commitment 

dimensions of climate transition management. This is arguably a more powerful signal of the 
future direction of the company than an individual GHG footprint assessment or a single 
future target. This also makes it easier to apply within the emerging market context, where 
consistent disclosure requirements are still lacking.  

 Transparent – the entire assessment process can be easily shared with stakeholders to 
demonstrate the inner workings. In addition, the fact that it is built around clear milestones 
which can be used to drive positive momentum in engagements.  

 Objective – it has been developed through a collaborative approach between several leading 
climate experts and has been backed by 80 investors globally, representing almost USD21 
trillion combined Assets under Management and Advice, giving it strong credibility. 

 Applicable to emerging market context – with climate reporting still nascent within emerging 
markets, and regulation still a way off in most cases, it is important to be able to track a 
company’s journey towards full climate risk integration in a granular rather than binary 
manner. The TPI framework can be viewed as a ladder for companies to climb, with clear steps 
to reach for along the way. 

An initial run through of our holdings suggests that many are already on the way to ‘Building Capacity’ 
(Level 2) and ‘Integrating into Operational Decision-Making’ (Level 3). As for those on Level 0, many 
of these have only listed recently and are therefore still developing their corporate disclosures. 
 

Transition Pathway Initiative Management Quality Score – Arisaig Holdings 

Stage Holdings 
Count Description 

Level 0 9 Unaware of (or not Acknowledging) Climate Change as a Business Issue. 

Level 1 8 

Acknowledging Climate Change as a Business Issue: the company acknowledges 
that climate change presents business risks and/or opportunities, and that the 
company has a responsibility to manage its greenhouse gas emissions. This is often 
the point where companies adopt a climate change policy. 

Level 2 15 Building Capacity: the company develops its basic capacity, its management systems 
and processes, and starts to report on practice and performance. 

Level 3 9 

Integrating into Operational Decision-Making: the company improves its 
operational practices, assigns senior management or board responsibility for climate 
change and provides comprehensive disclosures on its carbon practices and 
performance. 

Level 4 0 
Strategic Assessment: the company develops a more strategic and holistic 
understanding of risks and opportunities related to the low-carbon transition and 
integrates this into its business strategy and capital expenditure decisions. 

   
Source: Transition Pathway Initiative, Arisaig Partners, Company Reports  
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Arisaig Commitments to Net Zero Portfolios11 
 
Bearing the above in mind, we have developed several commitments and engagement priorities that 
we believe will help us manage climate transition risk within our emerging market portfolios, whilst 
also playing our role in supporting a just transition towards ‘net zero’.  
 
These are designed to apply to all of our Funds and should be fully aligned with our ambition of 
creating sustained capital growth for long-term investors in emerging markets.12  
 
As climate risk is an agenda item within our Arisaig Partners Holdings Board meetings, Rebecca Lewis, 
the Managing Partner and Board Member, is responsible for representing the firm’s approach to 
climate risk in both the direct operations and the portfolios. The Risk Management Committee, made 
up of the Managing Partner, COO and two Independent Directors has a mandate from the Board to 
ensure climate change issues are integrated into our Risk Management Framework and that policies 
and practices adapt to reflect this evolving issue. 
 
We are committed to driving our portfolios towards ‘Net Zero’ GHG emissions by 205013. This will be 
achieved through two key objectives: 
 

1) Support portfolio companies’ low-carbon transition: We will assist, incentivise and 
increasingly demand each of our portfolio companies to reduce carbon emissions in line with 
a net zero carbon reduction pathway in order to transition towards a resilient business model 
under a net zero future.  
 

2) Increase investments in environmental solutions: Environmental technology is at the core of 
achieving net zero (e.g. greenhouse gas removal technologies). We acknowledge current 
technology shortfall in this area – in particular within the listed emerging market universe – 
but we will continue to follow the market developments. As per our Next Generation Fund 
research, we believe climate transition solutions is one of the greatest investment 
opportunities available to us over the coming decades.  

 

 
11 Please refer to “Arisaig Partners Climate Policy 2020” (to be published) for our operation emission target. In 
summary, we plan to reduce our 2030 emissions intensity (as measured by the full-scope carbon emissions of 
the business – ex-portfolios - divided by the average number of full-time employees) by 46.2% from a 2019 
baseline. This is broadly aligned with the Science-Based Target initiative, which strongly encourages 
companies’ emissions reduction pathway aligning to a 1.5°C warming scenario. 
12 Please refer to “Arisaig Long-term Investment Policy” for more details on the actions we are taking, including 
constructive ownership and ESG integration in the investment process.  
13 Our portfolio emission reduction scope aims to cover holding companies’ full-scope emissions by 2050. As 
per Net Zero Asset Owner Alliance’s target setting range and protocol and IIGCC’s net zero investment 
framework (both under consultation), our short- to medium-term assessment at portfolio level will be based 
on Scope 1 and 2 emissions. We will keep updating this commitment and potentially include material Scope 3 
emissions when data becomes more available. 

https://arisaig.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Arisaig-Partners-Long-term-Investing-Policy-ESG-Integration-and-Constructive-Ownership-2020.pdf
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To ensure we are on track for this and to ensure we do not demote this issue to the horizon, we 
have set interim targets for 2023, 2025 and 2030.  

Arisaig Partners’ Short-term ‘Net Zero’ Actions and Targets (2020-2025)  
 Actions Targets 

Screening 
• Continue to exclude fossil fuel industry from all of 

our portfolios 

Continue raising the bar on high 
transition risk businesses, for example 
minimising our exposure to high GHG 
intensity sectors for which there are 
ready alternatives (e.g. we have already 
cut our exposure to the dairy industry– 
see our separate research on this) 

Risk 
management 

capacity 
building 

• Share climate knowledge (e.g. how does climate 
change impact business as a relevant risk and/or 
opportunity; how to manage such changes) with 
portfolio companies in order to build capacity 
against climate transition risk 

Push companies towards reaching at 
least Level 2 of the Transition Pathway 
Initiative (TPI) and we target 100% of 
the portfolio to achieve this by 2023 

Climate 
awareness 

building 

• Engage with our portfolio companies who are 
lagging on this issue to outline our perspective on 
climate risk and to highlight the importance of 
their role in pursuing a 2°C scenario 

Aim to engage with every company 
lagging our TPI hurdle on an annual 
basis 

Integration 
assistance 

• Assist advanced investees in integrating climate-
related thinking into their operation by sharing 
internal research and experience, e.g. have a 
process in place to manage, have long-term 
reduction targets, integrate with management 
KPIs or disclose an internal carbon price, etc.  

• In the early stage, our efforts will include support 
for individual companies in developing clearer 
emission reduction pathways in line with their 
responsibilities 

• We allow investees to offset residual emissions 
only after applying the best effort in emissions 
reduction and only offsetting by using high quality 
credits (preferably carbon removal projects) 

Following Science Based Target 
initiative’s portfolio temperature rating 
method, with more portfolio companies 
setting public emission reduction target, 
we aim to reduce portfolio scope 1+2 
temperature score from 3.2°C to 
2.775°C by 2025. This follows a linear 
reduction of 0.085°C to ensure a 1.5°C 
scenario by 204014  

 
14 See Portfolio Temperature Rating Method in SBTi Guidance for financial institutions (pilot); In the current 
portfolio, only three out of ~80 companies have set valid public targets that temperature scoring tool can 
process. That gives our portfolio a temperature score very close to default temperature at 3.2°C.  

https://sciencebasedtargets.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Financial-Sector-Science-Based-Targets-Guidance-Pilot-Version.pdf
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Portfolio 
emission 

monitoring 

• Despite of the imperfection of portfolio emission 
calculation, it is another method to monitor the 
base level risk and progress towards reducing this 

• This will help us re-appraise the higher risk 
companies within the portfolio and keep track of 
those that are reporting their footprint effectively 
to the market  

 

We plan to reassess each portfolio’s 
carbon footprint on a triannual basis 
because 1) most data used for emerging 
markets portfolios emissions 
assessment is estimated based on 
modelling data, limiting the annual 
variability; 2) our portfolio turnover 
rates are low, meaning change should 
be largely captured by the individual 
company commitments measured 
elsewhere; and 3) it takes time to 
engage investees and generate actions 
on emission reduction  

Investment in 
environmental 

solutions 

• We plan to increase our investment in 
environmental solutions over coming years, 
including climate solutions. The primary vector for 
this will be the Arisaig Next Generation Fund, 
which has identified this as one of its six 
investment themes. Although the universe of 
high-quality companies in this space is still limited, 
we are hopeful that future listings and further 
research will uncover more opportunities here 

We have a soft target of achieving 
USD200m of investment (c.5% of 
current AUM) into companies that 
directly or indirectly contribute to a 
lower carbon economy by 2025. This 
will be reviewed annually as we define 
a clearer taxonomy around what 
constitutes an environmental 
opportunity   

Client 
reporting 

• We will report our progress against the TPI 
framework to clients. This will include 
commentary on the laggards in terms of how we 
are thinking about their transition risk and the 
engagement activities associated with this issue 

We will report at a portfolio level on TPI 
progress (i.e. breakdown of holdings at 
each stage) annually in our public ESG 
Review. We will also report on all 
individual holdings annually to clients 
within our Portfolio Reviews 

Escalation 

• If a company fails to reach the above TPI 
threshold, we will consider the risk environment 
from both an internal (i.e. how large its GHG 
footprint is in absolute and relative terms) and 
external (i.e. the potential for technological, 
regulatory or reputational disruption) perspective.  

• Depending on the level of access we get to senior 
management within the company, we will then 
determine our capacity to push for change within 
the organisation and to understand if it is credible.  

When the risk environment is very high 
and the management response is 
structurally weak, we will look to divest.  
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Arisaig Partners’ Medium-Term ‘Net Zero’ Objective (2030)  
 
Looking further ahead, our objective is to ensure each of our portfolios are aligned with a net zero 
pathway. In order to achieve this, we will need to assess the forward-looking emissions reduction 
commitments of individual companies to understand what pathway they are on.  
 

→ Action: To standardise and aggregate this across companies, we will use a tool called the 
‘portfolio temperature rating’. This is a methodology developed by the Science-Based Targets 
Initiative (SBTi) to enable financial institutions to assess the temperature score of a portfolio. 
The portfolio temperature score is aggregated from each investee’s temperature score, which 
is translated from its publicly set emission reduction target.  

 
→ Target: By 2030 we target a portfolio temperature score of 2.35°C for scope 1 and 2 emissions, 

and 2.6°C for full-scope emissions, in line with SBTi guidance 15. We will report on these 
portfolio scores annually, which will allow us to conduct ‘what-if’ scenarios around key 
engagement candidates.  

Beyond the actions above, we are aware that this is an evolving field of research, interwoven with 
sectoral and regional nuances. We will continue to build and refresh our understanding of these issues 
at the individual company level to ensure that we minimise our exposure to ‘unmanaged’ climate risk.  
 
While we will endeavour to provide our full support to facilitate the necessary transition, including the 
support of policy advocacy where possible, we also acknowledge the indigenous political and 
economic constraints to creating a policy environment that aligns with a uniform view of ‘net zero’.16 
This may affect the adoption rate of certain practices in these geographies.  

 
15. A ‘science-based target level of ambition’ is a portfolio with a minimum 1.75°C temperature score (ideally 
1.5°C) for Scope 1 and 2 and 2°C for Scope 1, 2 and 3 by 2040. We adopted a 1.5°C pathway for calculating 
scope 1 and 2 emission reduction in order to be aligned with a ‘net zero’ future and a 2°C pathway for full-
scope emissions.   
16 Local climate policy and political commitments do not always synchronise with the scientifically-determined 
global pathway, raising the concept of ‘fair share’ mitigation requirement. This concept is based on the ‘capacity’ 
of each country to reduce its environmental footprint – e.g. see https://climateequityreference.org/. Given that 
policy is one of the key drivers for climate transition risk, a lack of political appetite might weaken external effort.  

https://climateequityreference.org/
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States Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended).

European Economic Area: Subject to any applicable transitional arrangements, in member states of the European Economic 
Area (“EEA”) shares in the Arisaig Funds which are alternative investment funds may only be offered or placed to the extent 
that (i) they are permitted to be marketed into the relevant EEA jurisdiction pursuant to Article 42 of the EU Alternative 
Investment Fund Managers Directive (as implemented into local law) or (ii) they may otherwise be lawfully offered or placed 
(including on the basis of an unsolicited request from a professional investor).

United Kingdom: This document may not be passed to any person in the United Kingdom unless that person is of a kind 
described in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005. Arisaig Partners (Asia) Pte Ltd 
is not an authorised person under the United Kingdom Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. As a result the normal 
protections available to investors under that Act will not apply and any investment in the Arisaig Funds will not be eligible for 
the Financial Services Compensation Scheme in the UK. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of or a guarantee of 
future results.

Singapore: The Arisaig Funds are notified as a restricted scheme under the Securities and Futures Act (Cap. 289) of 
Singapore (the “SFA”) and is invoking the exemptions from compliance with prospectus registration requirements under 
Section 304 and Section 305 of SFA. The Arisaig Funds are not authorised or recognised by the Monetary Authority of 
Singapore and shares in the Arisaig Funds are not allowed to be offered to the retail public in Singapore. This document is 
not a prospectus as defined in the SFA. Accordingly, statutory liability under the SFA in relation to the content of 
prospectuses would not apply, and an investor should consider carefully whether the investment is suitable for him. The 
Arisaig Funds may only be promoted exclusively to persons who are sufficiently experienced and sophisticated to 
understand the risks involved in investing in the Arisaig Funds, and who satisfy certain other criteria provided under Section 
304 and Section 305 of the SFA and the subsidiary legislation enacted thereunder. This material is for general information 
purposes only and should not be regarded as the prospectus or information memorandum nor forming part thereof. In 
Singapore, this material is distributed together with the information memorandum, which must be referred to for information 
on the Arisaig Funds.

Switzerland: The Arisaig Funds have not been registered with the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) and 
the shares cannot be distributed in Switzerland to non-qualified investors. Any distribution of the shares in Switzerland will be 
exclusively made to, and directed at, qualified investors, as defined in the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Act dated 
June 23, 2006 and revised on September 28, 2012, and its implementing ordinance (“Qualified Investors”). This document 
may be made available in Switzerland solely to Qualified Investors by the Representative of the Funds in Switzerland and/or 
any authorised distributor.

The Representative of each of the Arisaig Funds in Switzerland is ARM Swiss Representatives SA, whose registered office 
is at Route du Cité-Ouest 2, 1196, Gland, Switzerland. The Paying Agent of each of the Arisaig Funds in Switzerland is 
Banque Cantonalede Genève, whose registered office is at 17, Quai de l’Ile, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland.

The place of performance and jurisdiction for shares of each of the Arisaig Funds distributed in Switzerland is the registered 
office of the Representative. Swiss Qualified Investors may obtain free of charge from the Representative the Fund’s legal 
documentation (i.e., the relevant KIID(s), Fund’s Prospectus, Articles of Association, annual audited financial statements and 
semi-annual unaudited reports) as well as, if available, any marketing material.

ARISAIG PARTNERS



Singapore
Arisaig Partners (Asia) Pte Ltd 

6 Lorong Telok 
#02-01Singapore 049019

Tel +65 6532 3378

investorrelations@arisaig.com

ARISAIG PARTNERS

United Kingdom
Arisaig Partners Research Services (UK) Ltd

50 Mark Lane, Tricor Suite, 4th Floor
London EC3R 7QR

Tel +44 20 3927 4156

India
Arisaig Partners (India) Private Ltd

'One BKC' 510, 5th Floor, C Wing 
Plot No. C-66 Bandra Kurla Complex 
Bandra (East), Mumbai-400051

Tel +91 22 6864 3500

Our Offices

Arisaig Partners has been a member of the United Nations-led working group the Principles of Responsible Investment 
(PRI) since 2010, one of the first Asian-based signatories. The PRI is the world’s preeminent proponent of responsible 
investment practices, delivering a framework for ESG incorporation into investment analysis and ownership practices.

We report on our ESG efforts to the PRI on an annual basis and support them through shared research initiatives. Our 
2020 PRI Assessment Report we received top scores of A+, (Strategy & Governance), A+ (Listed Equity -Incorporation) 
and A+ (Listed Equity – Active Ownership).

Arisaig Partners is a signatory of:

https://www.unpri.org/signatory-directory/arisaig-partners-asia-pte-ltd/881.article
https://www.linkedin.com/company/arisaig-partners
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